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ABSTRACT
Livestreaming and video calls have grown in popularity due to the increased connectivity and advancements in mobile devices. Our interactions with these cameras are limited as the cameras are either fixed or manually remote controlled. Here we present a Wizard-of-Oz elicitation study to inform the design of interactions with smart 360° cameras or robotic mobile desk cameras for use in video-conferences and live-streaming situations. There was an overall preference for devices that can minimize distraction as well as preferences for devices that can show they demonstrate an understanding of video-meeting context. We find participants dynamically grow with regards to the complexity of interactions which illustrate the need for deeper event semantics within the Camera AI. Finally, we detail interaction techniques and design insights to inform the next generation of personal video cameras for streaming and collaboration.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Personal media streaming has entered a new age [10] with the growth of Internet-enabled cameras and smartphones coupled with various streaming services and video calling applications. While in the past video-streaming was found in enterprise conference calls, it now also enables self-run Internet “TV” shows on YouTube, social media livestreams on Facebook, and personal broadcasts on Twitch. In many of these cases, people resort to holding a cameraphone, using a laptop screen mounted webcam, or even having installed setups with green screens, lighting, and picture in picture broadcasts. Consider the solo broadcaster or set of broadcasters trying to queue various cameras. Typically they would rely on a display camera zoomed into a fixed area so they could show a item and then have a second camera to capture themselves or the room. Cameras could be manually triggered or an articulating camera could be remote controlled. Both cases require various levels of interaction from the broadcaster.

Currently, we are faced with two recent advancements. First, cameras now have high resolution captures well beyond 1080p HD. Many consumer cameras shoot video in 4k or 6k and can capture wide or 360° fields of view, allowing one to crop out an HD frame. Second, artificial intelligence (AI) technologies have vastly improved in the areas of object detection, face identification, and voice recognition. Towards this, we ask how would one control such a high-resolution AI-enabled personal camera.

In this article, we present a Wizard-of-Oz elicitation study to understand how people would interact with a smart personal camera that could either (1) pick the person or objects to focus on automatically, (2) could be controlled by visual hand gestures like pointing, or (3) could be voice controlled to focus on a person or object. In the study, we not only surface what kind of visual or audio commands one would use to control such a personal video camera, but also how different cameras’ interaction techniques can lead to the camera becoming a participant in the meeting and can facilitate deeper connections with remote participants. Finally, we illustrate how this research can inform the design of future enterprise or personal video cameras for meetings or livestreaming.

2 RELATED WORK
The broader research work in video conferencing, chat rooms, and livestreams is extensive. Telepresence systems have tried to connect people through extensive camera augmentation and registration [3] as well as simpler side-by-side [19] arrangements. Beyond work contexts, livestreaming on the Internet has grown [10] due to expanding connectivity and network-enabled cameras (and cameraphones). In this article, we focus less on improving image fidelity [21] and/or the mechanics of building an AI system for object recognition. Instead we focus on experiences, people, and behaviors.
There has been some growth recently in video cameras for meetings, mostly in the enterprise sector. New devices like the Meeting Owl\textsuperscript{1} and Sony Xperia Hello!\textsuperscript{2} provide tower-like single lens 360° cameras for video calling. The Meeting Owl has a top facing camera and is designed for boardroom use. The Xperia Hello! has a front skewed single lens camera for meetings or personal calling. Other devices, like the Amazon Echo Show and Spot, have a similar camera to that on a laptop of tablet device. Finally, the Google Snap camera is a device designed to be placed in vantage points where one might need photos or video marketed for non-enterprise environments.

User Behaviors in Live Streams & Video Conferences

One common scenario for live streaming includes a conversation between individuals or a group of people who are sitting in a room or fixed location. However, as streaming becomes easier and more mobile, people may wish to view multiple streams from different perspectives, such as at a large public event [4]. Audience members may also interact with streamers in other ways such as through chat or voting mechanisms to influence what happens [6]. However, enabling presenters to easily share their perspectives and activities with viewers continues to be an important area of focus as well.

One issue that has emerged in single, or fixed-camera video streaming settings has to do with how people go beyond being “talking heads” to showing physical items or highlighting movements, as in a performance [14]. A study of how people share physical artifacts (whiteboards, notebooks, mobile phone screens) with remote meeting participants over video conferencing revealed that this behavior is difficult and can be disruptive to the flow of the meeting [11].

Other work [20] has looked at how multiple fixed cameras might be used to automatically switch between different views of people engaging in a distributed task. Initial explorations in this space suggest that automatically switching camera viewpoints could be a scalable solution when people are distributed across multiple sites; however, such a setup still requires that rooms be outfitted with several pieces of hardware that are not easily portable.

Automatic Camera Operators

Another area of research is on the automatic camera operator. This includes proposing a set of rules for an automatic camera-person [18] to learning where to focus a pan/tilt/zoom (PTZ) camera based on previous user interactions [8] to automatic positioning of multiple PTZ cameras to maximize the captured video information for passive viewers—providing the best close-up view with limited cameras [9]. Typically, when multiple cameras are in operation, camera selection is done via algorithm, such as a constraint satisfaction problem [5], or done via community cooperation [15]. More sophisticated controls create camera-sensing networks [13] or use a set of distributed smart cameras and with gesture sensing [7] to control the queuing.

Interactions

Hand gestures have been a common interaction technique for video and for remote control [2]. This is of particular interest given the current advancements in AI and the availability of large scale, crowdsourced datasets for gesture recognition such as the 20BN-Jester Dataset V1. One question we wish to investigate is how people would interact through gestures for a personal desk robot. Bearing the most similarity to our work is the recent Wizard-of-Oz Human-Drone Interaction [1] experiment. While hand gestures have been explored before for remote controlling quadcopter drones [17], Cauchard et al.’s elicitation study showed how people would control a personal quadcopter through gesture and voice.

Also similar to our work is a recent observational lab study in which participants critiqued pairs of physical prototypes (prosthetic hands) for a face-to-face or remote collaborator [12]. Here, details in physical prototypes were shared in two different contexts. The authors found that traditional media sharing experiences are optimized for an upwards gaze whereas tabletops focus downward; they suggest head-mounted displays to keep media spaces in peripheral vision while downward attention is focused on an artifact or object. They also suggest prioritizing the camera preview window as theirs was rendered too small in their experiment.

3 METHOD & EXPERIMENT

We present a Wizard-of-Oz elicitation study to understand the kind of interactions people would have with smart video cameras in a livestream or video-conference context. We used an office space with a table and a whiteboard and a set of printed material to simulate a conversation across two locations where two colocated participants shared materials and information with a remote attendee using four different camera setups and interaction modalities: (1) A stationary 4k 360° camera that automatically identifies the salient person or object and streams it. (2) A small moving camera-robot that pans on the table to automatically identify the salient person or object and streams it. (3) A small moving camera-robot that pans on the table and responds to visual gestures to turn to the salient person or object and stream it. (4) A small moving camera-robot that pans on the table and responds to voice commands to turn to the salient person or object and stream it. The 4k 360° camera was a Ricoh Theta V and the small moving camera-robot was an Anki Cozmo. Both cameras are consumer-level devices retailing for $400 and $180 respectively. An experimenter remote controlling the Cozmo over
We did not refer to either camera by brand or name to avoid
region, or employee rank on the white board. The camera-
robot was the only broadcasting feed and responded to visual
gestures (Condition 3) to move.

Procedure
An office equipped with a table, chairs, and a whiteboard
was outfitted with several printouts. A small (GoPro) camera
was mounted to the far corner of the whiteboard, opposite
side of the experiment related whiteboard content, to record
the experiment and participants were instructed to ignore
it. Participants were first given 5 minutes to review all the
printouts. Conditions and tasks were randomly assigned then,
before each condition, an experimenter brought a camera
device into the room, briefly explained its capabilities and
discussed the task. The participants were told that an executive
from corporate headquarters (the confederate) was connected
via speakerphone.

The experimenter then left and the confederate prompted
the session to begin. The confederate minimally prompted
for information or visuals about the whiteboard and printouts
if these were not spontaneously provided by the participants.
As the Cozmo’s resolution is rather low, the confederate had
a copy of all the handouts but did not disclose this to the
participants. This allowed the confederate to “play along”
and overcome the current limitations with the camera-robot.
Figure 2a shows an example of the camera’s fidelity.

Upon completion of the condition-task pair, the experi-
menter returned, collected the device and handed the partici-
ants a short survey to fill out. Once completed, the surveys
were collected, a device was returned to the room and the next
condition-task pair started. There were four condition-task
pairs in total and the full experimental session lasted around
30 minutes overall. At the end of the last condition-task pair,
a final survey was completed by the participants, and they
participated in a short interview/discussion with the two ex-
perimenters in order to collect additional comments about
their reactions to the different conditions.

Surveys and Exit Interview
After each condition-task pair, participants were handed a
short survey. After the final pair, they were handed an ad-
ditional overall survey. Once completed, the experimenters
asked the participants if there was any additional feedback,
comments, or questions. Each of the condition-task surveys
asked questions (on a 5 point Likert scale from strongly dis-
agree to strongly agree) related to the camera condition: was
the camera useful, did they know what the camera was looking
during the meeting, did they want to control the camera/did
they feel they could control the camera. Additionally, there
were two open-ended questions asking participants what they
liked and disliked about the technology they used in that
condition.
The final survey gathered demographics (age, gender, education), experience with robotic or 360° cameras, how comfortable they are with being recorded, if the camera was distracting, and a self-reported assessment of whether they were easily distracted in general. We also asked if they wanted to be able to toggle the camera’s recording state, and we asked them to rank the four conditions in order of preference. Finally, we asked if there was any other way they would have liked to control the camera and if there was anything else aside from people, papers, and whiteboards that they would want the camera to know about.

4 RESULTS

When asked to rate the four conditions in order of preference, the 360° degree camera was the favorite of 5/10 participants. The next most favored condition was the AI robot (3/10 participants), followed by voice control (2/10 participants). The gesture control condition was selected as the second favorite option by 4 out of 10 participants. To further unpack the variations in preferences between the different interaction methods, we now discuss behaviors observed during the experiment as well as open-ended comments provided by participants for the four different conditions. These provide some insights into the ways in which the different technological affordances of the 360° and robot cameras influenced the behaviors and attitudes of participants with regards to sharing their environments with the meeting viewer.

360°

During the 360° session, most participants were fairly comfortable with the technology even though not all of them had used such a device before. For this condition, 3 participants selected “Strongly Agree” with the statement that the camera was useful, 5 selected “Agree” and 2 were neutral. However, the 360-degree camera was rated significantly lower than the three robotic conditions in terms of agreement with the question “I knew what the camera was looking at.” Participants brought up the point that the 360° camera required the least amount of input or interaction from the two presenters in the room (because the remote person could see everything and control what they focused on). The benefit of this setup was that it gave greater agency to the remote viewer: “The camera was for you [the remote participant], not for me… it’s not my job.” (P6) However, while this benefited the remote participant, the two co-located meeting participants lacked awareness of the remote party’s focus. This was sometimes challenging because

“it’s always visible and the remote user can watch me… though I feel being monitored I also wonder whether the remote users have time and effort to monitor all the stuff in the 360° camera” (P9)

In terms of presenting the documents, two participants (P3 and P4) left their documents flat on the table when discussing them. They had a general assumption that “It sees everything, I don’t have to control it.” (P3) despite the fact that there is a loss of legibility at a sharp angle—a case not considered by the participants. The rest of the participants would hold up the document to the camera to aid the remote in seeing the visuals (See Figure 1).

AI Camera Robot

The AI Camera Robot began by doing a 360° sweep of the room. This took roughly 3 seconds and allowed the participants to feel as if the AI (actually WOZ) scanned the room so it could track the video session automatically. One participant was neutral to the usefulness of this condition, the rest Agreed (7) or Strongly Agreed (2) to the usefulness. Here we saw the AI plus Robot combination making a connection between the participant and remote confederate.

“I felt the meeting person from the remote site listen to me when the robot camera turned towards me when I was talking.” (P4)

Others felt the robot was a participant following along, “It’s great that the robot could understand the conversation and get to know where he’s supposed to turn towards.” (P7) No other condition gathered such feedback about making a stronger connection with the (invisible) remote participant. One participant contrasted the AI robot condition with the 360° camera condition by saying:

“It’s fun and having a robot moving feels like you’re interacting with a real user, real people… [the] 360° camera is just like a device, which is cold and doesn’t feel very human” (P5).
Figure 2: A participant (P2) wanted to show a handout which he just put in the camera’s field of vision instead of directing the robot camera back to him. (b) P5 and P6 gesture to the robot mostly out of field. Eventually, P5 just picks up the robot and points it to P6.

Gesture Driven Camera Robot

One participant (P8) disagreed that the Gesture-Driven Camera Robot was useful, while the rest agreed or strongly agreed. However, many participants cited there was a bad recognition lag time on the robot or that it was unclear to them what gestures they could actually use to make it work.

“It seems gesture sensor is not so sensitive. And sometimes, feel confused how to make the right gesture to the robot to work well.” (P7)

Also, “(I was) not sure how/what gestures can direct the robot.” (P4).

Of the participants who made some gestures in the robots field of view, they still cited latency issues (likely partially due to the WiFi streaming rate of the robot). However, it was the case that most participants would gesture outside of the field of view of the camera and then slowly drop the gesture into the robots vision. Once the wizard could actually see the gesture from the robot’s camera, it would be enacted. Two participants continually gestured outside of the robot’s vision. Upon giving up, one participant just picked up the robot to turn it manually to the other person (Figure 2b). Four participants physically moved the robot in this condition (P7, P8, P9, and P10). One other participant asked if he was allowed to move the robot, but only did so after the sessions were completed. In this case, he thought “why am I using my hands [to gesture] when I can just do this? (mimes picking up robot)” (P8).

However, there were also some positive points made about gesture control being natural “It’s like interacting with real people, natural.” (P5) and not distracting “I don’t have to stop talking to give it instructions, nice.” (P7).

Voice controlled Camera Robot

This condition had unanimous usefulness ratings: 4 with strongly agree and 6 with agree. We mimicked the interaction style of modern day speech interfaces by having the “hey robot” trigger. During the experiment, the robot (wizard) was rather flexible as many participants said “hello robot” or “hi robot.” Many people enjoyed this interaction. “It’s interesting to talk to the robot, it’s like having a secretary.” (P7), “(It’s) easy to change views, flexible in conversation” (P5), and “I didn’t need to learn a new control interface” (P8). Others cited difficulty: “Takes effort to describe orientation direction and how far to rotate.” (P3) and “If within arms reach, easier to manually position or let remote person control it.” (P6).

There were a few different interaction dynamics in this condition. A few participants (P3, P4, P5) gave relative-rotational instructions like \( \text{Turn } \{n\} \text{° to the } \{d\} \). Others (P7, P8) would say the degrees of rotation with a logical object (like themselves) instead of clockwise or counterclockwise directive: e.g. “Turn 90° towards me”. Some participants (P9, P10) would just say the trigger “hey robot” as the implicit \( \text{Turn to me} \) command. Finally some would give a logical object like “turn to the whiteboard” (P9) and others, notably P4, stared with hard coordinate directions “Turn 70° to the left” but grew to say “Robot get the whiteboard, the whiteboard” by the end of the 10 minute condition session.

Issues with the Camera Robot

There were some common issues with the Cozmo camera robot. First, many participants mentioned it was noisy (P3, P4, P5, P8). While not overwhelmingly loud, its motor driven tracks and head do make a grinding noise that is uncommon in most video sessions (different than the hum of a CPU or high-pitch sound of some electric devices). This is more so recognized next to the silent 360° camera. In the context of recording, it introduced some difficulties: “Made obvious noise when moving so I had to talk over it.” (P8)

There was some small frustration with not knowing the vocabulary of commands, be them visual or audio, to give the robot (P3, P4, P6, P8) but this was the part of the exercise of this elicitation study. Also a few participants (P6, P8) asked what was the point of having the co-located presenters control the robot, as opposed to letting remote person just have control of the robot in the first place?

5 DISCUSSION

We investigated how people would interact with small smart camera devices and how would they change the experience. Three advancements motivate this work: more specialized devices are entering the consumer market, modern deep AI is driving advancements in gesture and voice interfaces, and finally, the growth of video communication (in teleconferences,
video calls, and livestreams). This study illustrates not the commands and manipulations people use with smart cameras. It points to an understanding of the context of use, not just the visual content in the scene. While the 360° camera was most often chosen as the most preferred when ranking the four conditions, most of the conditions were thought to be useful. We did find several social and environmental observations which should be considered for the future design of personal smart cameras.

First, we note that most of the participants asked for feedback from the device. No feedback was given from the Cozmo robot despite it having colored lights, text-to-speech, and could nod to say yes or shake in disagreement. This was to keep it close to the 360° camera which had no feedback capabilities. Further, many participants asked for a preview window of the devices and previous work has shown its value in media spaces [12] and livestream chats [16]. This was not in the study design as we wanted to focus on the interaction with the device and not self positioning in the preview frame.

In the cases where the robot had a gesture or voice control, many participants initially paused wondering what to gesture or say. Typically, when one participant would invent a command, the other would repeat a similar command. This dissipated over the course of each session as the participants started inventing newer commands, but was something to note. While most all the participants would generally control the camera for themselves, a few participants would give a command for the other participant. In one case, P5 gestured to move the camera to P6 (Figure 2). In another, P10 generally just moved the camera by hand for P9.

**Awareness**

By withdrawing feedback, our experiment highlighted the importance of feedback delivery to the participants, especially with gesture control. Adding audio (tones or voice) output or visual displays showing what the robot is capturing could help alleviate these issues but also run the risk of distracting the video with sound or another screen in the frame. A screen would need to be on the camera-device as not to have someone look one direction to fix the camera in the other direction.

When it comes to voice commands, some participants directly addressed the robot by naming objects (e.g. "get the whiteboard", "back to me"). The robot needs to develop an awareness of its surroundings, remember its surroundings, or slowly build and remember the context to be fully operational as soon as possible. In particular, the AI will need to recognize common objects and their location given the context and task (meeting room, cooking show, family video call, etc.).

Overall, having a camera that knows where to look was seen as having value if one knows where it is looking. And while the 360° camera’s silent omnicapture was preferred, the robot having a focus and attention brought it into the meeting as more of a participant. Conversely, the design of how a 360° camera could indicate its focus point merits exploration. In either case, there is a trade-off between awareness and interruption that must be taken into consideration.

**Camera Position**

Most participants held papers up in front of the camera, both with the robot and the 360° camera. In some cases, they were holding the paper and still pointed at figures or paragraphs. If the 360° camera had instead been mounted above the table looking down, the users might have felt no need to hold their paper sheets. However, the aforementioned benefit of the robot on the desk makes it feel like more of a tool for engagement. This prompted several participants to pick it up and move it. A very portable and light-weight robot certainly encourages that kind of interaction. The physical design of a desk robot should have several view points. While many media spaces have conversations that are gaze-forward (to another) or gaze-down (to an object) [12], the design of such a desk camera robot should support both and possibly correct perspective. This is something that is lacking in common cameras on laptops and tablets and even more modern devices like the Meeting Owl.

**Laptops and Other Screens**

While this experiment used papers and a whiteboard, many meetings and video sessions involve sharing screens from laptops, tablets, and smart phones—which are all part of the context of a video meeting. Indeed, half of our participants (P4, P7, P8, P9, P10) stated they would like the Cozmo to look at a laptop or device screen. This could be treated as any other media object or document where the participants turn their laptops toward the camera, like they did holding paper sheets. However, a small portable focused device could sit to the side of a user at the table’s edge or even be positioned between a user and the device. Here, a device like a Cozmo could track a screen or hand-held device and, as our study elicited, keep users informed on what the camera is capturing. By contrast, placing a 360° camera between a device and a person could lead to some potentially unflattering vantage points for the participants. Even if the device has the AI smarts not to show faces from under ones nose, for example, users still might wonder if that is what it is capturing.

**6 CONCLUSIONS**

We describe insights from a Wizard-of-Oz elicitation study to inform the design of AI-powered interactions for smart cameras for video calling and livestreaming. While the silent, still 360° camera was preferred by the participants, it carried the understanding that it was auto-panning and cropping by itself; with that, participants still wondered where it was looking. Cameras that can “look” in a direction, such as the Cozmo,
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provide such an indication of where it is pointed but introduce some distractions. Coupled with an auto-AI engine, participants considered the robot more of a meeting participant than the 360° camera—however this requires the AI modeling the event semantics (in this experiment, a teleconference) to facilitate meaningful interactions. However, most general purpose consumer devices are not well designed for these interactions and we have illustrated design and interaction techniques required for automated assisted cameras for streaming.
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